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LEADING AGAINST THE GRAIN

Lessons for Creating Just and Equitable Schools
Edited by Jeffrey S. Brooks, and Anthony H. Normore
Foreword by William Ayers

“A rare and wonderful book about visionary,
incredible, inspirational, exemplary, and
diverse leaders.”
—Bill Mulford, emeritus professor,
University of Tasmania
“An impressive resource for anyone committed to

What new ideas and ways of thinking can educational leaders
learn from great world leaders who have moved their societies
to greater equity and expanded educational opportunity? In this
lively, accessible volume, the editors have brought together an
impressive group of senior and early-career educational scholars
to study the lives and contributions of a wide range of outstanding historical and contemporary leaders from the United States
and across the globe. This rich collection of brief biographical
commentaries profiles leaders like Wangari Mathaai, John
Tippeconic III, Fannie Lou Hamer, Saul Alinsky, Antonia Pantoja,
Jimmy Carter, Golda Meir, Sun Yat Sen, José Rizal, and Jesus
Christ. Each profile focuses on a single individual and includes
(1) an introduction and biographical sketch, (2) a discussion of
their context and activities as a leader, (3) a list of the key lessons we can learn from their leadership, and (4) an explanation
of how these lessons are relevant for today. This unique collection bridges cultures, professions, and callings to help American
education leaders create more just and equitable schools.
Book Features:
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Jeanette Mendoza (Class of
2018) and Dr. Michelle
Martinez (Director of DH's
McNair Scholars Program)
at the McNair Scholars
Summer Research
Symposium.

Gabriela Galvez (Class of
2018) with mentor Dr.
Joanna Perez after
presenting her research
“Somos Semillas:
Understanding the Societal
Impact of DACAmented
Latinx College Students.”

Lawrence Ramirez
(Class of 2018)
presenting his
research “Unveiling
the Orientalist
Fantasy: Cultural
Appropriation and
American Belly
Dance.”

DR. MICHELLE
MARTINEZ
McNair Grant 2017

Dr. Michelle Waiters Martinez, Director of the McNair Scholars Program, was awarded a new
$1,172,600 five-year Department of Education (ED) grant, which will support our students in
preparation for doctoral studies through involvement in research, and creative and scholarly
activities.
The overarching goal of the McNair Scholars Program is to increase the number of graduate
degrees awarded to students from low-income backgrounds and traditionally underrepresented
groups. To be accepted into the program, student applicants have to demonstrate a strong
academic potential.
California State University, Dominguez Hills has a long and successful tradition of supporting
McNair Scholars. CSUDH received the first grant in this category in 2003, and since then, 159
students have completed the program with a 93% graduate enrollment rate.
The new grant, which is effective October 1st,provides students with an array of academic
services for successful entry into Ph.D. programs. The activities will include a research writing and
design course taught by Dr. Martinez, a rigorous eight-week summer research program, guidance
through the graduate admissions process, GRE preparation, faculty mentoring on research
projects, funding for travel to present at academic conferences and to visit doctoral universities,
and an abundance of various networking opportunities.

Congratulations

DR.XHERCIS
MENDEZ

This year, the McNair Scholars’ Summer Research Program invited CSUDH alumni Dr. Xhercis Méndez to facilitate a two-day graduate
admissions workshop and provide current scholars advice about their graduate school trajectory. From how to survive the tumultuous
application process to how to balance self-care time, Dr. Méndez candidly walked through her experiences to help scholars prepare for the
next phase of their academic lives.
After graduating from CSUDH with a degree in Interdisciplinary Studies in 2008, Dr. Méndez received her masters and doctoral degree in
Philosophy, Interpretation, and Culture from Binghamton University. Since then, she has obtained a tenure-track position in the department of
Philosophy and African American and African Studies at Michigan State University. Aside from being a professor, she often travels to different
institutions around the world to discuss topics related to her research. When asked how she felt about presenting her work to different
communities in various locations, she states, “Not only is it good for people to encounter a Boricua philosopher in the front of the classroom
but I get to say and do these things because other women of color and other people of color have carved out a space for me. I feel honored to
be able to continue that work and trajectory.”
Visiting CSUDH always proves to be nostalgic for Dr. Méndez especially since she considers her time at this university one of her best
experiences because of the diversity here. As an undergrad, the McNair Scholars Program helped her pave a path towards graduate school
and since then she has been dedicated to providing students of color and first generation students with the tools they need to progress in
academia. This summer, after talking to the current cohort of scholars, she was reminded of how much work needs be done in order to build
up students’ toolbox so that they can take advantage of the opportunities available to them in higher education. She also noted the need for
spaces where students can flourish without feeling isolated along the way. She is committed to continuing the work of diversifying academic
spaces and producing curricula and research that contributes to social transformation and justice.

“The opportunity to study abroad in Spain
allowed me to grow as a scholar because I
learned a new method to conduct research.
I was able to work on a separate research
assignment that I had never been a part of.
The experience was invaluable because I
was given the opportunity to work side by
side with Dr. Lamar-Prieto of UC Riverside
who not only taught me the courses but
also a new teaching strategy and new
research that is being conducted through
the UCR SOCA Lab. This experience
motivated me to pursue a career as an
academic professor that would like to study
and teach languages.”
Jesús González, McNair Scholar,
Spanish (linguistics) Class of 2018
Faculty Mentor: Dr. Michael Gallant

Traveling NcNair Scholar

Traveling McNair Scholar

“Studying abroad in Australia with Dr. Terry
McGlynn and our lab was an amazing, life
changing experience. I learned to get out of
my comfort zone and to be more forward with
people. On a personal level, I was able to
understand my strengths and weaknesses
with social relationships. Speaking the
English language made it easy to crossover,
but still Australian culture is very different than
American culture. My favorite part of
researching in an environment abroad was
exploring the various landscapes, creatures
and plants that are native to Australia. I
believe, if given the chance, everyone should
study abroad.”

Precious Holley, McNair Scholar,
Biology- Class of 2018
Mentor: Dr. Terry McGlynn
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“Studying abroad in Thailand has definitely been one
of the best decisions I have made as an undergrad
and would do it all over again if I could. Not only was
I exposed to an entirely different culture, but I was
also learning various ways I could apply what I was
learning in the classroom to real life experiences.
The focus group that I was working with consisted of
elderly individuals who had been living with
hypertension and diabetes type 2 for numerous
years. This experience has helped me grow as a
scholar because I have learned about the different
ways I can contribute my knowledge and education
at the international level. Aside from academics, we
were able to go site seeing, visit temples, and see
floating markets. I was even able to feed and walk
an elderly elephant that had been rescued from the
elephant riding industry.”

Stephany Ortiz Chavez , McNair
Scholar, Health Science-- Class of 2018
Mentor: Dr. Enrique Ortega

Traveling McNair Scholar
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McNair Scholars
On August 2, 2017, the annual McNair Scholars Research Symposium joined the current scholars together to present
research. Over the summer, students conducted research with their mentors; some worked closely with their faculty mentors at
CSU Dominguez Hills while others ventured out of state and country with faculty mentors from various institutions. Besides
working on their research projects, the scholars also attended workshops on graduate admissions preparation, navigating
graduate school, and GRE preparation skills. The symposium further emphasized the importance of diversifying the field of
higher education by allowing students from different backgrounds to produce research through a wide range of disciplines such
as Sociology, Psychology, Fine Art, Chicana/o Studies, Anthropology, English, Linguistics, and Human Services.

Jesús González

Kimberly Cortez

Ajay Stephens
Lawrence Ramirez
Gabriela Galvez
Magaly Ordoñez

An Analysis of Spanish Culture and Civilization Through Historical Sites and
Archives from Spain
CSUDH Mentor: Dr. Michael Gallant, Modern Languages
Summer Mentor: Dr. Covadonga Lamar-Prieto (UCR)
Summer research site: Spain (hosted by UC Riverside)
Supporting Immigrant and Refugee Students in Complex Political Times:
Lessons from Six U.S. School Districts
CSUDH Mentor: Dr. Marisela Chavez, Chicana/o Studies
Summer Mentor: Dr. Megan Hopkins
Summer research site: UC San Diego
Wonder Womxn: The Anti- Paradise Island
CSUDH Mentor: Dr. Rodrick Hernandez, English
Summer research site: CSU Dominguez Hills
Unveiling the Orientalist Fantasy: Cultural Appropriation and American Belly
Dance
Mentor: Dr. Kirsten Ellsworth, Art & Design
Summer research site: CSU Dominguez Hills
Somos Semillas: Understanding the Societal Impact of DACAmented
Latinx College Students
Mentor: Dr. Joanna Perez, Sociology
Summer research site: CSU Dominguez Hills
Framing of Latinx Education: An Examination of Spanish Language
Newspapers
CSUDH Mentor: Dr. Corina Benavides-Lopez,
Chicana/o Studies
Summer Mentor: Dr. Isabel Ayala
Summer research site: Michigan State University

Stephany
Ortiz Chavez

Youth Violence Prevention in Youngstown, OH
CSUDH Mentor: Dr. Enrique Ortega, Health Science
Summer Mentor: Dr. Marc Zimmerman
Summer research site: University of Michigan

Omar Solorio

The Carp Fishery Sustainability Act (C.F.S.A.)
Mentor: Professor Devon Tsuno, Art & Design
Summer research site: CSU Dominguez Hills

Esmeralda
Rubalcaya Medina

Possibilities of Guaranteed Income: Steps Toward Equality
Mentor: Dr. Gretel Vera-Rosas, Sociology
Summer research site: CSU Dominguez Hills

Jeanette Mendoza

Affordability to Healthcare Amongst Older Latinas/os
Mentor: Dr. Fumiko Hosokawa, Sociology
Summer research site: CSU Dominguez Hills

Jacqueline
Hernandez

Examining a Relationship Between Family History and Ethnicity with Diabetes Knowledge
Mentor: Dr. Erin L. Merz, Psychology
Summer research site: CSU Dominguez Hills

Summer 2017
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SIX STEPS TO ENSURE
SUCCESSFUL GRANT SUBMISSION

1. AS SOON AS YOU HAVE A GRANT IDEA: MEET WITH YOUR DEPARTMENT CHAIR AND
YOUR DEAN early to share your idea to submit a grant. This will help ensure that they approve
your proposal and sign off on the clearance form required for grant submission.
2. AT LEAST 30 DAYS BEFORE THE PROPOSAL DEADLINE: NOTIFY office of Graduate Studies
and Research (GS&R): EMAIL OR CALL Gillian Fischer (gfischer@csudh.edu, (xt 3119)) and Craig
Geber (cgeber @csudh.edu, (xt 2852)) about your intent to submit, and:
o Share the grant proposal guidelines to obtain:
- a list of documents required and recommended for inclusion with your proposal;
- the proposal development timeline.
o If cost‐match is required by the funding agency, obtain the COST‐MATCH PLAN form from
GS&R. This form must be completed by PI and signed by the Dean, prior to initiating the clearance
process.
o If state‐supported space is proposed to be re‐purposed for the grant project, obtain the
RESEARCH SPACE APPROVAL form from GS&R. This form must be completed by PI and approved
the VP for Administration and Finance, prior to initiating the clearance process.
3. IN COLLABORATION WITH GS&R, DEVELOP A DRAFT NARRATIVE of your proposal with
sufficient detail for clearance approvals and within the aforementioned proposal development
timeline.
4. IN COLLABORATION WITH GS&R staff DEVELOP A DETAILED BUDGET of your proposal
((EMAIL OR CALL Gillian Fischer (gfischer@csudh.edu, (xt 3119)) and Craig Geber (cgeber
@csudh.edu, (xt 2852)). The final budget must be completed five business days prior to the
submission deadline.
5. AT LEAST FIVE (5) BUSINESS DAYS BEFORE GRANT SUBMISSION DEADLINE PROVIDE
GS&R with THE FOLLOWING documents: the completed narrative summary, the completed
budget, and cost‐match and/or space forms, if required, so that they can INITIATE THE
CLEARANCE PROCESS. As specified in the Chancellor’s Executive Order 890, grants will not be
submitted without prior written approval as signified by all signatures on the clearance form.
6. AT LEAST THREE (3) BUSINESS DAYS BEFORE GRANT SUBMISSION DEADLINE PROVIDE
GS&R with the completed proposal.
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GRANT~SUBMISSIONS
Aldana, Adriana
How Does a Men of Color
Academic Program Enhance
Students’ Academic Engagement,
Performance, and Educational
Attainment?
*William T. Foundation
Beheshti, Mohsen
Expanding Impact of CAHSI
Institutions’ Capabilities to Boost
Pipeline of Hispanics Entering
Cybersecurity Workforce
*University of Texas, El Paso
Beheshti, Mohsen
Preparing Highly Qualified
Students with Financial Need for
Careers in Computing, CyberSecurity, and Critical
Infrastructures through EvidenceBased Educational Practices
*National Science Foundation
Christodolidou, Natasa
Online Hotel Reviews: A Deep
Dive into the Big Data to Maximize
Perceived Value of the Guest
* American Hotel and Lodging
Educational Foundation
Fortner, Kitty
TEAMS: Transformative
Leadership through Equity and
Achievement for Middle Schools
*US Department of Education
Fortner, Kitty
Leadership3 - Culture & Climate
Leadership, Equity Leadership,
and Instructional Leadership
*US Department of Education
Franklin, William
CSUDH Math and Science Upward
Bound (LAUSD)
*US Department of Education
Franklin, William
CSUDH Math and Science Upward
Bound (CVUHSD)
*US Department of Education
Franklin, William
CSUDH GEAR UP 2017
*US Department of Education
Grimshaw, Michael
Los Angeles Innovation Cluster
*California Energy Commission
Hamdan, Kamal
Transfer to Success
*US Department of Education
Hutton, Lisa
California History Social Science
Project
*University of California, Davis

Jan. 1, 2017 - Jun. 30, 2017
Jones, Matthew
USEFEL: Undergraduate STEM
Experience For Engaged Learners
*National Science Foundation
Jones, Matthew
California Mathematics Project at
CSUDH (NCLB14)
*University of California, Office of the
President
Jones, Matthew
California Mathematics Project at
CSUDH (CSMP)
*University of California, Office of the
President
Jones, Matthew
Transforming College Teaching:
Statewide implementation of the Faculty
Learning Program to improve STEM
undergraduate teaching and learning
*National Science Foundation
Kram, Karin
MRI: Acquisition of Next-Generation
Sequencer to Enhance Research
Infrastructure at California State
University Dominguez Hills
*National Science Foundation
Kram, Karin
Characterizing the Role of a Regulatory
Gene in Adaptation to a Heterogeneous
Environment (CSUPERB)
*CSU Chancellor’s Office
Pamela Krochalk
FY17 Partnerships to Achieve Health
Equity
* US Department of Health and Human
Services
Martinez, Michelle
McNair Scholars Program
*US Department of Education
McGlynn, Terry
CREST Center for Pollinator Resources
of the Built Environment
*National Science Foundation
Mutchler, Matt
Improving the PrEP Cascade of Care:
Increasing PrEP Uptake through an
Intervention for Young Black MSM and
their Close Friends
*National Institutes of Health
Park, Jung-Sun
Diversity, Agency and Transnationality
among Korean Americans
* Sungkyunkwan University
Rosen, Larry
Children and Screens Interdisciplinary
Research Grant Program
*Iowa State University
Shakoor, Rasheedah
Child Care Access Means Parents in
School Program
*US Department of Education

Stacy, Jennifer
Family Digital Storytelling
* National Endowment for the
Humanities
Still, Patrick
Jean Dreyfus Lectureship for
Undergraduate Institutions
* Dreyfuss Foundation
Still, Patrick
Discovery of Natural Product
Inhibitors of Histone Demethylase
from Botanical Sources
*National Institutes of Health
Theiss, Kathryn
Characterization of the SelfIncompatibility Locus in Evening
Primroses (CSUPERB)
*CSU Chancellor’s Office
Vieira, Philip
Ultra-High Time Resolution
Pharmacokinetic Comparison of
Cancer Chemotherapeutics using a
Novel Aptamer-Based Biosensor
(CSUPERB Entrepreneurial grant)
*CSU Chancellor’s Office
Vieira, Philip
Ultra-High Time Resolution
Pharmacokinetic Comparison of
Cancer Chemotherapeutics using a
Novel Aptamer-Based Biosensor
(CSUPERB Faculty-Student grant)
*CSU Chancellor’s Office
Vieira, Philip
Support of Competitive Research
(SCORE) Pilot Project Award
(SC2)
*National Institutes of Health
Wang, Fang
Investigating the Roles of Two
Transcription Factors in
Development of Distinct Epithelial
Skin Layers
*National Institutes of Health
Williams, Greg
California State University
Japanese American Digitization
Project
*National Archives
Williams, Greg
CCLPEP California State
University Japanese American
Digitization Project
* California State Library
Zimmerer, Kathy
Praxis Studio K-12 Art Workshops
at Carson Boys and Girls Club
*City of Carson

February
14 & 15, 2018

Choose a format of the presentation that suits you the best:

If you have completed
your research project, or
have reached a significant
milestone on the way toward
publishable work, you can
give an oral presentation
of your research. Both an
abstract and a supplemental
document are required.

IMPORTANT
DATES:

If your project is still
underway, or if it is a part
of a larger project, you can
present the status of your
contribution to the work in
a poster format. An abstract
describing your project is
required.

If you are just getting started in your
project, or are new to research
programs, you can discuss the work
you are doing in a roundtable format,
moderated by a faculty member. An
abstract describing your project idea
is required.

Due: December 7, 2017

For application guidelines, visit our website: csudh.edu/srd

Due: January 10, 2018

